SHROUD OF TURIN COMING TO THE CATHEDRAL

Many historians say that the Shroud of Turin is the most well known Christian artifact. It is a length of linen cloth that bears the negative image of a man. Pope Francis in 2013 referred to it as an “icon of a man scourged and crucified.” The Vancouver Shroud Society is planning to present over 20 museum quality information boards exploring many aspects of the Shroud of Turin. A full size replica of the Shroud will be displayed in Holy Rosary Cathedral and the museum boards will be in Rosary Hall. Please plan to visit this exhibit in early April - it has touched the hearts of many people. More information to come.

2022 OFFERING ENVELOPE BOXES
2022 Offering Envelope Boxes are available for pick up from the entrance of the Cathedral. Please make sure that the box you are taking home has your name on it and not just your old number. Some individuals will receive a new envelope box number this year. It’s very important to confirm the name on the box and not just the old envelope box number to avoid unnecessary confusion. Thank you for your cooperation and support.

2021 TAX RECEIPTS
2021 Tax receipts will be mailed out in February. Please contact the office to update your mailing address if you have recently moved.

40 DAYS FOR LIFE LENTEN CAMPAIGN
40 Days for Life is an international focused pro-life campaign with a vision to access God’s power through prayer, fasting and peaceful vigil to end abortion. This year’s campaign includes an evening Zoom rosary. Begins Wednesday, March 2. Learn more at beholdvancouver.org/events.

PRO-LIFE MASS AND PRAYER VIGIL
Monthly Mass and vigil to pray for respect for all human life from its beginning to its natural end. Next month, join us in praying for the victims of abortion on Saturday, March 5 at 9 AM at Our Lady of Fatima Parish, 315 Walker Street, Coquitlam.

CATHEDRAL PARISH OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday, 10 AM - 12 PM and 1 - 4 PM.
604-682-6774 ext.0
office@holyrosarycathedral.org

Please follow our social media accounts
@holyrosarycathedral

Facebook Instagram YouTube
Baptisms
Baptisms are held on most Sundays at 2:30 PM. Baptism are for Cathedral parishioners or those who live in the boundaries of the parish. Please call the Cathedral office to find out more.

Marriages
Bookings should be made at least six months in advance. Couples please contact the Cathedral office for information.

Music & Choirs at the Cathedral
Please contact music director, Catherine Walsh at catherine.organist@gmail.com for more info.

Knights of Columbus
For more info, please contact: Grand Knight Ben Wong, (778)858 6323 or benwong.kofc@shaw.ca

HRC Young Adults
Contact: hrcyoungadults@gmail.com; http://facebook.com/hrcyoungadults

Latin Mass at the Cathedral
At the Cathedral we have a Traditional Mass community. Masses on Friday (6:30 PM) and Sundays (4 PM). Coordinator: Daniel Chan.

Catholic Women’s League
Contact Jane Rosenthal at janemrose@telus.net.

Legion of Mary
If you would like to get involved please contact Ave, (778)896 0649.

Altar Ministry
The Cathedral has a team of dedicated men who serve at specific Masses. To become an Altar Server please contact the Master of Ceremonies, Fr. Santa Maria: psantamaria@rcav.org

Handmaids of the Lord
This is an all-women ministry of the Couples for Christ Info. Grace Inong: grace.inong@yahoo.com

Hispanic Community
The weekly Spanish Mass now caters to the Spanish-speaking community in our parish: comunidadhispanacrh@gmail.com

Cathedral Bell Ringers
Our eight bells are rung by hand by a dedicated band of bell ringers. Visit www.vscr.ca for more info.

Father Georges Lemaître and Albert Einstein. Father Lemaître revolutionized the scientific community with the Big Bang theory.

Faith and Reason
The history of Christianity is one of great encouragement of scientific research and has been responsible for many of the most important scientific advances in history.

In the media the Church is often portrayed as an institution which is decidedly against science and progress; at times goes as far as to claim that the Church opposes reason. The attitude of many people towards the Church is based on these falsehoods. However, nothing could be further from the truth. The Church has always been at the forefront of promotion of scientific studies. Ideas such as the Big Bang theory, genetics and the Scientific Method all had priests involved in their development.

The Church has always defended the complementarity of reason and faith.

Science and reason exist so that we can better understand our universe and so that we can contemplate the truth. God gave us this power of reason and intellect for this very purpose, and therefore it is important that we use our intellect and try to understand as much as we can. The Church is certainly not opposed to reason, but, the Church opposes the idea that reason is the only way in which we can know things, and that faith is a form of ignorant superstition. Faith is a source of knowledge and understanding, a source of knowledge that complements reason.

The Catholic faith is not one of ‘either science or religion’ but rather it is both science and religion. The Catholic faith is not one of ‘either faith or reason’ but rather both faith and reason.

Faith is not “tall tales” or a capitulation to reason but a recognition of the limitedness of human intellect and reason. Faith, like falling in love, goes beyond our powers of reason and beyond the human ability to put truth into words.

Welcome to the Cathedral!
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